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S E P T E M B E R  2 0 2 0  N EW S L E T T E R  I S S U E
AN INVITATION
Welcome! On behalf of the entire TEDx Youth@IMSA organizing committee, I thank you for supporting us through yet
another year of innovation and exploration as we work diligently to bring one of the most iconic conference events to
life. We recognize that the production of this year's annual event will inevitably be different, but nevertheless we are
still committed to keeping the true spirit of the TEDx conference alive! Although we can't all gather in-person to hear
our speaker's stories, we invite you to continue to engage with our event and explore your own forte! Happy reading!
Written by Emma Darbro
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WHAT WE CAN DO IS NOT IMPORTANT. 
WHAT WE SHOULD DO IS MORE IMPORTANT
SOLIDARITY WITH THE BLACK LIVES MATTER MOVEMENT - 
During these hard times, it is important for us to stick
together and be allies for those whose voices aren’t heard
and need to be heard. We want to show our support for
the black lives matter movement as well as our support for
black students in the IMSA community who are facing
racism and injustices also. Below are resources that you
can use to educate yourself and others and stay up to date
with what is happening as the media does not portray a lot
of what is happening with the movement anymore. It is
important to view all these resources with an open mind
and reflect/think about them. They are not time
consuming and even watching just one video or signing
one petition that takes 2 minutes or less to do and sharing
it can go a long way. Remember, this is not a political
issue, but rather a humanitarian crisis..
Written by Feyikemi Ogunleye
Black Lives Matter Website:https://blacklivesmatter.com/
Black at ISMA Instagram page (view Black students experiences):https://www.instagram.com/blackatisma/
Petitions: Multiple petitions are listed in the link below: https://blacklivesmatters.carrd.co/
Justice for Breonna Taylor: https://www.change.org/p/andy-beshear-justice-for-breonna-taylor?source_location=discover_feed
Make IMSA an Equitable Environment for Black People:http://chng.it/q9y2D2FVpf
TED Talks:A collection of TED talks about the topic of race:https://www.ted.com/topics/race
Donations: 142 ways to Donate in Support of Black Lives and Communities of Color:https://nymag.com/strategist/article/where-to-
donate-for-black-lives-matter.html
Books:Race Equity and Inclusion Guide:https://www.aecf.org/m/resourcedoc/AECF_EmbracingEquity7Steps-2014.pdf#page=4
Educate yourself on BLM:https://www.distractify.com/p/books-to-educate-yourself-blm
Documentaries/Movies:
-13th (on Netflix and Youtube): Reflects on the prison system in America and how it is disproportionately filled with African Americans.
-I Am Not Your Negro (on Youtube): Ties Civil Rights Movement to modern day Black Lives Matter Movement.
-More Documentaries and Movies Below:https://womenlovetech.com/10-movies-and-shows-you-can-watch-to-support-the-black-lives-
matter-movement/




"The Thrilling Potential of Sixth Sense"
"WE WANTED FULL CREATIVE FREEDOM WITH
OUR WEDDING, AND IT SHOWS IN THE VINTAGE
QUALITY OF OUR FOOTAGE."
RESILIENCE IN THE TIME OF COVID-19
The events of the past couple of months have left many
of us to deal with loss, disappointment, and pain, but
through all of this uncertainty, we can build our
resilience and choose not to be passive participants in
our own lives. In August of 2019, Resilience expert and
researcher Lucy Hone delivered an amazing,
inspirational, and life-changing TED talk called "3
secrets of resilient people". This talk is an Editor's Pick
and it is highly applicable to the lives of millions,
especially right now. In this moving talk, Lucy Hone
shared her personal journey and the methodologies that
she used to rise up from adversity. Her insights revolved
around three strategies:
 1- Know that suffering is a part of lifeAs Dr. Hone says,
“We live in an age where many of us feel entitled to
perfect lives. Shiny, happy photos on Instagram are the
norm when, as all of us know, the very opposite is true.”
Once we accept that tough times are going to come, no
matter what, we can face the challenge without feeling
resentful or bitter.
Written by Rachna Gupta
2- Most of us tend to focus on the bad, instead of the
good, because “negative emotions stick to us like
Velcro, whereas positive emotions and experiences
seem to bounce off like Teflon,” according to Dr. Hone.
In order to pull through, we need to make an intentional
effort to tune into those positives and keep focusing on
them through the tough times.
3- Ask yourself: “Is what I’m doing helping me or
harming me?”Dr. Hone emphasized this as one of the
most impactful strategies available and highlighted that
“asking yourself whether what you're doing, the way
you're thinking, the way you're acting is helping or
harming you, puts you back in the driver's seat. It gives
you some control over your decision-making.” This
simple question can be incredibly powerful and change
lives if applied correctly.
I strongly suggest watching Dr. Hone’s full speech at
this link and taking her empowering words to heart,
because right now, resilience is our greatest asset.
OUR 2020 SPEAKERS
We are beyond excited to welcome this year's student speakers to the team and we hope you enjoy hearing their
passionate stories as much as we have! Stay tuned for the announcement of their fortes and talk topics!
Ariela Asllanii
Annemarie Bacon
Chandra Gangavarapu
